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ABSTRACT: The compound [Cp2Ti(Me)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4] reacts with
trimethylvinylsilane (TMVS) to form the 1,2-insertion product
[Cp2TiCH2CHMe(SiMe3)]

+ (III), which exists in solution as equilibrating β-
and γ-agostic isomers. In addition, while free rotation of the β-methyl group
results in a single, averaged γ-H atom resonance at higher temperatures,
decoalescence occurs below ∼200 K, and the resonance of the γ-agostic
hydrogen atom at δ ∼ −7.4 is observed. Reaction of [Cp2Ti(CD3)(CD2Cl2)]

+

with TMVS results in the formation of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]
+, which converts, via reversible β-elimination, to an

equilibrium mixture of specifically [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]
+ and [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+. Complementing this
conventional process, exchange spectroscopy experiments show that the β-H atom of [Cp2TiCH2CHMe(SiMe3)]

+ undergoes
exchange with the three hydrogen atoms of the β-methyl group (β-H/γ-H exchange) but not with the two α-H atoms. This
exchange process is completely shut down when [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ is used, suggesting an H/D kinetic isotope
effect much larger (apparently >16 000) than the maximum possible for an over-the-barrier process. It is proposed that β-H/γ-H
exchange is facilitated by quantum mechanical proton tunnelling in which a hydrogen atom of the 2-methyl group of the alkene−
hydride deinsertion product [Cp2TiH{CH2CMe(SiMe3)}]

+ undergoes reversible exchange with the hydride ligand via the allyl
dihydrogen species [Cp2TiH2{(η

3-CH2C(SiMe3)CH2}]
+. Complementing these findings, DFT calculations were carried out to

obtain energies and NMR parameters for all relevant species and thence to obtain better insight into the agostic preference(s) of
complex III and the observed exchange processes. In all cases where comparisons between experimental and calculated data were
possible, agreement was excellent.

■ INTRODUCTION

There has in recent years been considerable interest in the
utilization of metallocene complexes of the types Cp2M(Me)-
(WCA) or [Cp2M(Me)(solvent)]WCA [M = Ti(IV), Zr(IV),
Hf(IV); Me = methyl; WCA = weakly coordinating anion such
as B(C6F5)4

−] as catalysts for the coordination polymerization
of alkenes CH2CHR (R = H, alkyl, aryl).1 It is universally
accepted that the initial steps of such polymerization processes
involve coordination of the alkene to generate a cationic
intermediate [Cp2M(Me)(η2-CH2CHR)]+ (A), which
undergoes subsequent migratory insertion to give an alkyl
intermediate of type B (vacant site possibly occupied by alkene,
solvent molecule, or WCA).
Until recently, NMR studies of d0 metallocene-based alkene

polymerization catalyst systems had never provided direct

evidence for alkyl alkene intermediates such as type A,
presumably because (a) a lack of π back-donation from d0

metal ions results in weak alkene-metal bonding and (b)
activation energies for migratory insertion processes involving,
for example, ethylene, propylene, and 1-alkenes are very low.
Thus species of type A are too short-lived to be observed,
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although complexes of type C, stabilized by chelation and other
means, have been reported.2

In C, tethering of the alkene apparently prevents rearrange-
ment to the four-centered transition state necessary for
migratory insertion to occur.
As we have recently observed, however, there is an alternative

to tethering, as in C, to make possible the observation of alkyl
alkene complexes of type A: one can utilize alkenes that do not
readily undergo migratory insertion reactions, i.e., are generally
nonpolymerizable via a coordination polymerization process.3

Thus, for instance, [Cp2Zr(Me)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4] reacts
with 2,4-dimethyl-1-pentene (DMP) to form [Cp2Zr(Me)-
(DMP)][B(C6F5)4], which can be studied via NMR spectros-
copy at low temperatures.3 DFT calculations suggested that the
activation energy for migratory insertion of the DMP ligand is
relatively high, largely because the two substituents on C(2)
provide steric hindrance which raises the energy of the
migratory insertion transition state.3 Thus, [Cp2Zr(Me)-
(DMP)]+ was characterized by a series of low-temperature
1D and 2D NMR experiments, supported by DFT calculations,
which suggested that the alkene bonding mode is highly
asymmetric, with the Zr−C(1) distance being significantly
shorter than the Zr−C(2) distance and, apparently, a high
degree of carbocationic nature for C(2). Thus, the structure
appears to be described more appropriately as in b of Figure 1,
analogous to intermediates during carbocationic polymerization
of 2,2-disubstituted 1-alkenes,4 rather than as the conventional
η2 structure a.

Consistent with this hypothesis, there occurs rotation of the
R(Me)C group along the C(1)−C(2) axis and relative to the
CH2 group, implying significant loss of CC double bond
character in the near-η1 coordinated alkene.3

During a coordination polymerization process, propagation
following the formation of B involves a succession of analogous
alkene coordination and migratory insertion steps, the
insertions being facilitated by α-agostic interactions as in D
(P = polymeryl) with complementary β-agostic species (E)
serving as resting states during propagation.5

The α- and β-agostic modes of bonding, denoted by the half
arrows in D and E, involve donation of electron density from
respectively delocalized H−C(1) and H−C(2)-C(1) σ bonding
molecular orbitals to a vacant orbital on the highly Lewis acidic
metal ion.5 Agostic complexes are well-known for late transition
metal compounds,5q,r and a small number of β-agostic

zirconocene complexes of the type [Cp2ZrRL]
+ (R = Et,

CH2CH2Ph, CH2CH2CMe3, CH2CHMe2; L = PMe3 MeCN)
are known.6a,b,d Zirconocene(IV) complexes containing α-
agostic interactions of type D seem to be unknown and
titanocene(IV) complexes containing α- or β-agostic complexes
of types D and E have also until very recently6e,f not been
characterized. As with species of types A and B, activation
energies for migratory insertion processes involving readily
polymerized alkenes such as ethylene, propylene, and 1-alkenes
are sufficiently low that lifetimes of species D and E are too
short for them to be observed.
Recognizing, as outlined above, that coordination of alkenes

which are nonpolymerizable via a coordination polymerization
process can generate d0 metal−alkene complexes which are
sufficiently stable at low temperatures that they can be
characterized and studied, we attempted to synthesize the
analogous titanocene(IV) complex [Cp2Ti(Me)(DMP)]+ by
reacting DMP with [Cp2Ti(Me)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4] (I).
Instead, we obtained, via a complex cascade of reactions, the
cationic species [Cp2Ti(CH2CHMeCH2CHMe2)]

+, identified
as a β-agostic metal−alkyl complex of type E.6e The new
complex was characterized by the complete analysis of a series
of 1D and 2D NMR spectra, and a mechanism for its formation
which involved an ε-agostic intermediate and a 1,5 metal shift
was formulated on the basis of DFT calculations.6e

Pursuing this theme, we subsequently investigated the
reaction of I with another type of sterically hindered alkene,
3,3-dimethyl-1-butene (3,3-DMB). This alkene also seems not
to be known to undergo homopolymerization via a
coordination polymerization mechanism,6f and it therefore
seemed likely that multiple insertion reactions would again be
difficult and that it might be possible once more to study
interesting alkene and/or agostic complexes. Reaction
proceeded readily in CD2Cl2 at 195−205 K but resulted, via
an η2-3,3-DMB complex according to DFT calculations, in the
formation of a single insertion, α-agostic metal−alkyl complex,
[Cp2TiCH2CHMetBu]+ (II), of type D. Interestingly, although
the diastereotopic α-CH2 protons could not undergo mutual
exchange, NMR spectral evidence and DFT calculations
suggested that they alternated between agostic and nonagostic
positions, i.e., that II equilibrated between structures IIa and
IIb in a windshield-wiper-like fashion.6f

The fact that α-H(a) and α-H(b) exhibited very different
chemical shifts and 1JCH coupling constants suggested, however,
that one of these conformations was strongly preferred.
Characteristic of the agostic hydrogen atoms in these
titanocene compounds are their negative 1H NMR chemical
shifts, resulting from ring current effects from the Cp rings;
nonmetallocene group 4 agostic compounds exhibit positive 1H
NMR chemical shifts.6e,f

The α-agostic structure observed for II was also very
interesting because most coordinatively unsaturated metal−
alkyl compounds bearing β-H atoms prefer β- over α-agostic
structures.5,6a−c,7 However, DFT calculations suggested that the
β-agostic structure of II is destabilized by steric factors arising
from the presence of the methyl and t-Bu groups on the β-
carbon atom; a β-agostic structure would force the methyl and
t-Bu groups into close proximity to the Cp rings, generating

Figure 1. Alternative structures of [Cp2Zr(Me)(DMP)]+ .
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repulsive contacts which are avoided in the α-agostic structures.
The promotion of α- over β-agostic structures by steric factors
had been observed with other ligand systems,5,7 but our results
clearly demonstrated the delicate balance between electronic
factors (β-agostic generally preferred) and steric effects (β,β-
disubstitution favoring α-agostic conformations as in II) for
highly unsaturated and reactive alkyl metallocenium cations.
Furthermore, as noted above, utilization of alkenes which do
not readily undergo coordination polymerization makes
possible studies of normally unobservable α- and β-agostic
intermediate species. In these cases, barriers to subsequent
monomer insertion steps are sufficiently high that important
intermediates can be observed and characterized at low
temperatures.
We now report a similar study of the reaction of I with

trimethylvinylsilane (TMVS), another alkene which seems not
to be readily polymerized via coordination polymerization
processes,8 although a few rather “normal” η2-complexes are
known;9a−d in addition, copolymerization with ethylene,
presumably via a coordination polymerization process, has
been reported.9e Given the similarity of TMVS to 3,3-DMB, we
anticipated further opportunities to study agostic species, and
we have not been disappointed.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All syntheses were carried out under dry, deoxygenated argon using
standard Schlenk line techniques, using argon deoxygenated by
passage through a heated column of BASF copper catalyst and then
dried by passing through a column of activated 4A molecular sieves, or
an MBraun Labmaster glovebox. NMR spectra were recorded using a
Bruker AV600 spectrometer, 1H, 2H, and 13C NMR data being
referenced to TMS via the residual proton signals of the solvent.
[Ph3C][B(C6F5)4] was purchased from Asahi Glass Co. and used as
obtained, while CH3Li, CD3Li, and trimethylvinylsilane (TMVS) were
purchased from Aldrich. Cp2TiMe2 was synthesized from Cp2TiCl2
and CH3Li, as described previously,6e,f and was stored in ethyl ether
solution (∼40.5 mM) under argon at −30 °C. Dichloromethane-d2
was dried by storage over activated 3A molecular sieves.
Solutions containing [Cp2Ti(Me)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4] (I) for

NMR studies were prepared as follows. An aliquot of Cp2TiMe2 in
ethyl ether (0.7 mL, ∼0.03 mmol) was taken from the stock solution,
the solvent was removed quickly, and the residue was dissolved in 0.5
mL of CD2Cl2. To this was added a solution of [Ph3C][B(C6F5)4]
(35−55 mg, ∼0.04−0.06 mmol) in 0.6 mL of CD2Cl2 in the glovebox.
The mixture was then syringed into a rubber septum sealed NMR
tube, and the NMR tube was taken quickly out of the glovebox and
immersed within 2 min in a dry ice/acetone bath (195 K). The NMR
tube was placed in the precooled (185−205 K) probe of the NMR
spectrometer, and a 1H NMR spectrum was run. The tube was then
removed from the probe to the dry ice/acetone bath, and aliquots of
the TMVS (molar ratio I:alkene ≈ 1:0.5 to 1:1.1) were added to the
cold solution. The tube was shaken vigorously at 195 K to induce
mixing and placed back in the probe at 185−215 K, and NMR spectra
were obtained at various time intervals and temperatures. Note that
although solutions of I prepared as above always contained relatively
small amounts of [Cp2TiMe{B(C6F5)4}],

6e,f the latter did not react
with TMVS under the experimental conditions used here.
Geometry optimizations were carried out with Turbomole10a,b using

the TZVP basis10c and the b-p functional10d−f (without RI
approximation) in combination with an external optimizer (PQS
OPTIMIZE).10j,k Vibrational analyses were carried out for all
stationary points to confirm their nature (one imaginary frequency
for transition states, none for minima). Final energies were obtained
using the TZVPP basis11a and a COSMO solvent correction (ε = 9.1,
CH2Cl2).

11b These were combined with thermal corrections (enthalpy
and entropy, 225 K, 1 bar) from the TZVP vibrational analyses to
arrive at the final free energies. To account for the reduced freedom of

movement in solution, entropy contributions to the free energies were
scaled to two-thirds of their gas-phase values.11c,d To evaluate the
sensitivity to method and basis sets, separate calculations were carried
out (1) following the same procedure but with the b3-lyp10f−i

functional used throughout and (2) by recalculation at the b-p/TZVP
geometries of improved single-point energies using Gaussian,11e the
M06 functional, the (m)aug-cc-pVTZ basis set,12,13 and a PCM-
(dichloromethane) solvent correction. The results of these test
calculations did not differ dramatically from the b-p/TZVPP/
COSMO//b-p/TZVP results, and therefore, only the latter will be
discussed in the text.

We found earlier that prediction of NMR parameters works better
when using a hybrid functional, and therefore separate optimizations
were carried out at the b3-lyp/TZVP level, followed by evaluation of
chemical shifts (GIAO method10m−p) and scalar coupling con-
stants10q−t using Gaussian, a TZVP basis set on Ti, and the IGLO-
III11f basis set on Si, C, and H, in combination with the functional
B3LYP.10g,i,l The counteranion used experimentally, [B(C6F5)4]

−, was
not included in the calculations because it is not currently feasible to
explore the many relative orientations of cation and anion which are
possible and then average the results to obtain chemical shifts. In any
case, in a relatively polar solvent like dichloromethane, ion pair
association would be expected to be relatively loose and the agreement
between observed and calculated chemical shifts is such that the
counteranion does not appear to greatly influence the NMR
parameters of the cation. For full results of the calculations, see
Tables S1−S4 in the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NMR Evidence for Agostic Structures. The species
obtained in reactions of Cp2TiMe2 with a slight excess of
[Ph3C][B(C6F5)4] have been described previously.6e,f In
addition to Ph3CMe, the product of methyl carbanion
abstraction, mixtures of the solvent separated, ionic [Cp2Ti-
(Me)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4] (I), and the contact ion pair
[Cp2TiMe{B(C6F5)4}] are formed, and it is the former which
reacts with alkenes. Bright yellow NMR samples were prepared
as described in the Experimental Section and were placed in the
probe of a 600 MHz NMR spectrometer preset to 205 K. The
1H NMR spectra were found to exhibit resonances of the
products: CMePh3 at δ 7.0−7.3 (m), 2.13 (s); I at δ 6.72 (Cp),
1.63 (Me); [Cp2TiMe{B(C6F5)4}] at δ 6.33 (Cp), 1.24 (Me)
(see the Supporting Information, Figure S1b).
The addition of a substoichiometric amount of TMVS to a

mixture of I and [Cp2TiMe{B(C6F5)4}] in CD2Cl2 at 195 K
followed by raising the temperature to 215 K resulted in
weakening of the resonances of I and the appearance of well-
resolved resonances at δ 6.07 (s, 10H), 4.41 (m, 1H), 4.30 (m,
1H), 0.21 (s, 9H), and −0.36 (m, 1H) (Supporting
Information, Figures S1c and S2), attributable to a new species,
III. The resonances at δ 6.07 and 0.21 are clearly to be
attributed to Cp and Me3Si groups, respectively, and the others
to single hydrogen atoms on C(1) (α-Ha, α-Hb) and C(2) (β-
H); the negative chemical shift suggests that one of them might
be agostic.6e,f We were surprised not to observe a 3H resonance
for the β-methyl group (γ-H), but on raising the temperature
above 205 K, a very broad, 3H resonance began to appear at δ
∼ −0.7 to −0.9; this shifted to lower field and narrowed as the
temperature was raised to 250 K. Concurrently with these
changes, the resonance at δ −0.36 shifted upfield, and at 270 K,
the two resonances had crossed over and the 3H methyl
resonance had decoalesced to a doublet (J = 6.9 Hz) (Figure
2).
Full consideration of the structural and dynamic exchange

implications of a series of 1D and 2D NMR experiments at
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various temperatures, complemented by DFT calculations, is
presented below. One readily concludes that III is to be
identified as [Cp2TiCH2CHMe(SiMe3)]

+, the product of a
single 1,2-insertion of TMVS into the Ti−Me bond of I
(Scheme 1).
Because C(2) is chiral, the pair of hydrogen atoms on C(1),

α-Ha and α-Hb, are diastereotopic, explaining the observation of
separate resonances for these hydrogen atoms and hence the
presence of three 1H resonances. COSY spectra over a range of
temperatures exhibit correlations between the resonances at δ
4.41, 4.30, and −0.36 (Supporting Information, Figure S3), and
the mutual couplings of 8.7 Hz between the resonances at δ
4.41 and 4.30 confirm assignments of these to α-Ha and α-Hb.
Although the very broad β-methyl resonance exhibits no COSY
correlations below about 245 K, it does exhibit a correlation (3J
= 6.9 Hz) at higher temperatures with the resonance at δ −0.36
(Supporting Information, Figure S4), which is attributed to the
β-H atom on C(2). The latter resonance also exhibits quite
different vicinal couplings to the α-CH resonances at δ 4.41
(7.9 Hz) and 4.30 (12.7 Hz), suggesting that the two vicinal
angles of the dominant agostic structure are quite different.
Experimental chemical shift and coupling constant data for III
at 215 K are given in Table 1, where they are compared with
data calculated for the γ-agostic isomer of III (see below and
Supporting Information, Table S3).
The temperature dependences evident in Figure 2 are

reflected in the NMR parameters in general. Thus, the Cp and
Me3Si resonances shift downfield to δ 6.14 and 0.26,
respectively, on raising the temperature to 250 K. The α-CH
resonances also shift downfield, albeit at different rates, and
overlap significantly at δ ∼4.4 at 250 K, although there is no
change in the α-CHa−α-CHb geminal coupling constant. The
vicinal coupling of 12.6 Hz between α-Hb and β-H remains
essentially unchanged in the temperature range 215−250 K, but
that between α-Ha and β-H decreases from 7.8 to 7.4 Hz and
that between β-H and the β-Me hydrogens decreases from 6.9
to 6.8 Hz over the same temperature range. In addition, 1JCH
for the β-H atom of III is 131, 133, and 137 Hz at 205, 225, and
250 K, respectively, but that of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+

(III-d3; see below) is 128 Hz at 225 K and 130 Hz at 250 K,

while 1JCH of the methyl resonances of III and III-d3 (see
below) at 250 K are ∼133 and 126 Hz, respectively. These
differences are all quite small, but several appear to be
significant and suggest that the NMR parameters are to be
interpreted as weighted averages of two or more species
involved in temperature-dependent equilibria.
Observation of negative chemical shifts for the resonances of

the β-H atom and the β-methyl group suggests that these
hydrogen atoms experience β- and γ-agostic character,
respectively, and the observed variations of chemical shifts as
the temperature changes (Figure 2) suggest that there is
equilibration between β- and γ-agostic structures, with the latter
being unexpectedly5,6a−c,7 of lower energy as indicated in
Scheme 2.
Interestingly, the extreme broadening of the resonance of the

three γ-H atoms of the β-methyl group suggests that they are
exchanging between nonequivalent positions at intermediate
temperatures; presumably, one of the methyl hydrogen atoms is
γ-agostic at any one time. Consistent with this conclusion,
reduction of the temperature below 205 K resulted in
decoalescence of the broad methyl resonance shown in Figure
2 and, below 180 K, a broad new 1H resonance appeared at δ ∼
−7.4 (Figure 3).
This resonance exhibited correlations in a NOESY experi-

ment with a partially obscured 1H resonance at δ ∼3.0 and a
similar but completely obscured resonance at δ ∼1.5. These
results are consistent with the presence of two diastereotopic,
nonagostic methyl hydrogen atoms, with normal chemical
shifts, and a γ-agostic hydrogen atom (chemical shift of δ ∼
−7.4), with a sufficiently strong agostic bond to titanium that
methyl rotation is slow on the NMR time scale at this low
temperature. Supporting this conclusion, DFT calculations
suggest that the chemical shifts of the agostic and the two
nonagostic hydrogen atoms are δ −7.2, 2.9, and 1.4,
respectively (average δ −0.9; compare with Figure 2).
With the calculated chemical shifts of the agostic and

nonagostic γ-H atoms in γ-agostic III in hand (see above and
footnote c of Table 1), we calculated also (see Supporting
Information, Table S3) the chemical shifts of the nonagostic β-
H atom in γ-agostic III (δ 0.03) and of the agostic β-H atom (δ
−4.34) and nonagostic γ-H atoms (average δ 1.76) of β-agostic
III. Assuming that the intrinsic chemical shifts are temperature-
independent and that the observed chemical shifts are weighted
averages of the two exchanging species in Scheme 2, we have
utilized the experimental and computed chemical shift data to
determine the equilibrium constants for isomerization between
the β-agostic III and γ-agostic III isomers at several
temperatures and thence to determine thermodynamic data
for the isomerization reaction. From a linear regression of ΔG
= ΔH − TΔS (deduced from equilibrium constants) vs
temperature, we find ΔG for the conversion of β-agostic III to
γ-agostic III to be −0.59 kcal/mol at 225 K compared with a
calculated value of −1.9 kcal/mol (see below). In addition, ΔH
for the β-agostic to γ-agostic conversion is −1.79 ± 0.05 kcal/
mol, and ΔS is −5.3 ± 0.5 cal/mol·K, with R2 = 0.9924.

Figure 2. Changes in the 1H NMR spectrum of III in the temperature
range 225 K (bottom), 250 K (middle), and 270 K (top).

Scheme 1. Formation of III via the Reaction of I with TMVS
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Although agostic β-methyl groups in ethyltitanium com-
plexes have been characterized crystallographically, such
compounds are fluxional in solution and only fully coalesced,
dynamic NMR spectra have previously been observed.5m In
contrast, cobalt(III) and palladium(II) complexes of the types
[CpCoL(CH2CH3)]

+ and [Pd(α-diimine)(CH2CH3)]
+ contain

β-methyl groups for which NMR evidence of restricted methyl
rotation has been obtained.5q,r Cooling solutions of these to
∼200 or ∼143 K, respectively, results in decoalesence of the β-
methyl resonances to three distinct, single hydrogen atom
resonances, one of which exhibits a high field chemical shift and
a much reduced value of 1JCH, both characteristic of a β-agostic
hydrogen atom and similar to the behavior of III, although the
latter could not be studied at temperatures sufficiently low that
1JCH could be determined.
Additional, Unanticipated Exchange Processes. Con-

sistent with the assignments in Table 1, NOESY experiments
run at various temperatures (Supporting Information, Figures
S9−S15) generally exhibited positive NOE correlations

between the resonances of α-Ha, α-Hb, and β-H and the Cp
and SiMe3 groups. Surprisingly, however, the β-methyl
resonance exhibited a negative correlation with the resonance
of the β-H atom, as is clear from Figure 4 (inset of Figure S10

of the Supporting Information). This result implies an exchange
process (quite different from that shown in Scheme 2) in which
the β-H atom undergoes exchange with the three hydrogen
atoms of the β-methyl group (β-H/γ-H exchange) but not with
the two α-H atoms. At first sight the apparent hydrogen atom
exchange might seem to be rationalized on the basis of
reversible β-H elimination to give first an alkene hydride species
IV and thence a symmetric tertiary alkyl isomer V (Scheme 3).
However, since the two α-methyl groups of the intermediate

V are identical, any of the six β-H atoms could migrate to

Table 1. Observed and Calculated (for γ-agostic structure) NMR Data for III at 215 K
1H 13C (1JCH)

a other

group expl calcd expl calcd expl calcd

α-Ha 4.41 4.78 102.9 (150) 107.5 (148.3) 2JHH = 8.9, 3JHH = 7.8 2JHH = −9.5, 3JHH = 7.3

α-Hb 4.31 4.77 102.9 (147) 107.5 (142.7) 2JHH = 8.9, 3JHH = 12.6 2JHH = −9.5, 3JHH 13.1

β-H −0.36 0.03 −1.8 (133) 7.7 (124.8) 3JHH = 12.6, 7.8, 6.9 3JHH = 13.1, 7.3, 7.0

β-Me −0.78 −0.94c 34 (133)d 34.2 (122.6) 3JHH = 6.9 3JHH = 7.0

Me3Si
b 0.21 0.42 −2.2 (122) −0.8

Cp 6.07 6.23 112.3 124.4
a13C data from HSQC and HMBC spectra shown in Supporting Information, Figures S5−S7. b29Si resonance was observed at δ −22.3 (1H−29Si
HMBC; see Supporting Information, Figure S8). cCalculated individual shifts: δ 2.9, 1.4, −7.2 (see Figure 3). d1J determined at 250 K.

Scheme 2. Exchange between β- and γ-Agostic Isomers of III
via the Nonagostic Isomer

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of [Cp2TiCD2CDCH3(SiMe3)]
+ (δ −4.5

to −10) at 190 K (top), 181 K (middle), and 172 K (bottom),
showing emergence of the resonance of the agostic hydrogen as the
temperature decreases.

Figure 4. Partial NOESY spectrum of III at 235 K, showing the
negative exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) correlations between the
broad resonances of the β-H and the γ-H atoms at δ −0.43 and −0.71,
respectively; NOEs with the relatively narrow SiMe3 and Cp
resonances at δ 0.25 and 6.1, respectively, are also apparent. For the
full spectrum, see the Supporting Information (Figure S10).

Scheme 3. β-Elimination Mechanism for Exchange between
the β-H Atom and the Hydrogen Atoms of the β-Methyl
Group
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titanium to regenerate IV, and since two of the hydrogen atoms
of one of the methyl groups of V are derived from the α-CH2
group, this process would result in exchange of the β-H and β-
Me atoms with the α-H atoms also. Since no EXSY correlation
involving the α-CH2 group is observed in the temperature
range 215−245 K, the mechanism shown in Scheme 3 cannot
apply.
An alternative process would involve isomerization of III via

CH activation of the −CH2CHMeSiMe3 ligand to give the
allylic dihydrogen species VI as in Scheme 4. Similar
transformations have been hypothesized to occur during
metallocene-catalyzed propylene polymerization in order to
account for the formation of dormant allylic species and the
concomitant formation of H2 as a byproduct,

1b,5j,14 and we note
that rotation of the methyl group of IV and of the dihydrogen
ligand of VI would enable exchange of both of the hydrogen
atoms of the latter with the hydrogen atoms of the methylene
group proximal to the H2 ligand (C*H2). In contrast, exchange
involving the α-CH2 group of III would require reorganization
of VI to VIa, and this may well be a relatively slow process
given that the three receptor orbitals of the bent Cp2Ti(IV)
fragment (1a1, b2, 2a1) all lie in the plane perpendicular to the
Cp−Ti−Cp plane.15 Thus, the termini of the allyl ligand should
remain nonequivalent, as shown, and this would result in
exchange involving the hydrogen atoms of the α-CH2 group
being slower, as is observed.
Although the similar complex [Cp2TiCH2CHMetBu]+ (II),

which assumes an α-agostic lowest energy structure,6f does not
appear to exhibit analogous β-H/γ-H exchange at 215 K, we
have previously observed exchange at 205 K between the β-H
atom, the three γ-H atoms of the β-methyl group, two
hydrogen atoms of the α-CH2 group, and the six hydrogen
atoms of the two terminal methyl groups of the compound
[Cp2Ti(CH2CHMeCH2CHMe2)]

+ (VII).6e

Consistent with the mechanism shown in Scheme 4, VII also
underwent degradation to the corresponding allylic compound
[Cp2Ti{η

3-(CH2)2CCH2CHMe2}]
+ and, presumably, H2

although the latter was not detected. Reversible β-H
elimination−reinsertion and allylic dihydrogen mechanisms,
analogous to those shown in Schemes 3 and 4, respectively,
were considered for this system also and circumstantial
evidence that the latter pertains was obtained although a
computational study found in favor of the β-H elimination−
reinsertion mechanism of Scheme 3.
While exchange of the β-Me and the β-H atoms with the

hydrogen atoms of the α-CH2 group is not apparent in NOESY
spectra in the temperature range 215−245 K, close inspection
of NOESY spectra run at 255 and 260 K (Supporting

Information, Figures S12 and S14) does reveal negative
EXSY correlations between the resonance of the β-methyl
group and the resonances of the α-CH2 group, which have
converged at this temperature. These observations suggest that
relatively slow α-H/β-H exchange does occur at higher
temperatures, presumably via species VIa. Unfortunately,
thermal decomposition of III above 250 K complicated
interpretations of the NMR experiments undertaken.
To further investigate the exchange processes, we therefore

conducted an experiment utilizing a deuterated analogue of I,
[Cp2Ti(CD3)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4]. On reaction of I-d3 with
TMVS at 205 K, a 1H NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture
exhibited initially the expected Cp, α-CHa, α-CHb, β-CH, and
SiMe3 resonances peaks of III-d3, the relative Cp:α-
CH2:SiMe3:β-CH:β-Me integrations being 10:2:9:1.1:∼0. The
temperature was raised to and held at 225 K for several hours,
and the resonance of the β-Me group was observed to rise out
of the baseline, indicating slow and at least partial replacement
of deuterium by hydrogen atoms. Furthermore, as the broad
resonance of the β-Me resonance grew in, the α-CHa, α-CHb
and β-CH resonances weakened proportionately while always
maintaining essentially identical intensities.
The three resonances also retained their initial multiplet

patterns, there being no evidence for the appearance of α-CHD
or α-CH2 doublets attributable to the presence of the
i s o t opomer s [Cp 2T iCHDCH(CHD2)S iMe 3 ]

+ o r
[Cp2TiCH2CD(CHD2)SiMe3]

+, respectively, in the product.
Assuming a normal deuterium isotope upfield shift of ∼0.02
ppm,16 the presence of [Cp2TiCHDCH(CHD2)SiMe3]

+ or
[Cp2TiCH2CD(CHD2)SiMe3]

+ would have been apparent
because of the appearance of new resonances and/or altering
of the relative intensities of the components of the three
multiplets. The redistribution reaction proceeded more rapidly
at higher temperatures, e.g., 245 K, and was readily followed by
2D NMR spectroscopy, which confirmed that α-CDa, α-CDb,
and β-CD resonances increased in intensity at essentially equal
rates during the reaction.
Interestingly, the Cp resonance of III-d3 at δ 6.10 also

weakened and a new Cp resonance at δ 6.05 grew in. The sum
of the intensities of the two Cp resonances remained constant
at 10H relative to the 9H intensity of the Me3Si resonance, for
which no new resonance could be resolved, and thus, the
reaction being monitored appears to be that shown in Scheme
5 rather than a process involving random replacement of α- or
β-H atoms.
The disappearance of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ and
the apparent appearance of solely the isotopomeric product
[Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+ were monitored for 7 h at 225
K, and Figure 5 shows plots for the decrease with time of the

Scheme 4. Allylic Dihydrogen Mechanism for Exchange between the β-H Atom and the Hydrogen Atoms of the β-Methyl Group

Scheme 5. Deuterium Redistribution in III-d3
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integrated intensities of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]
+ (as the

average of the intensities of the α-CHa, α-CHb, and Cp
resonances, normalized to the Me3Si resonance as 9H), and for
the concomitant increase with time of the Cp resonance at δ
6.05 of [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+.
As can be seen, loss of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ and
growth of [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+ both appear to
exhibit exponential behavior while the isotopic redistribution
process clearly had not reached equilibrium within the 7 h over
which the reaction was monitored. The data were therefore,
using Prism software,17a treated as a reversible, first-order
process (eq 1).17b
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Here, Y′ and Y″ represent the normalized fractions of
[Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ and [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)-
(SiMe3)]

+, respectively, as a function of time, t. From an
iterative best fit analysis of the data for the former (eq 2), the
forward and reverse rate constants, k1 and k−1, were found to be
(1.92 ± 0.08) × 10−3 and (2.1 ± 0.2) × 10−3 min−1,
respectively, and hence the equilibrium constant K = 0.93 ±
0.14 (R2 = 0.9958). From a similar analysis of the data for the
product (eq 3), the forward and reverse rate constants, k1 and
k−1, were found to be (1.70 ± 0.07) × 10−3 and (1.6 ± 0.2) ×
10−3 min−1, respectively, and hence the equilibrium constant K
= 1.04 ± 0.17 (R2 = 0.9982). Averaging the two values of K,
one obtains an equilibrium constant Keq = 0.99 ± 0.15, which
does not differ from unity by a statistically significant amount.
In chemical reactions involving equilibration of hydrogen and

deuterium atoms among chemically nonequivalent sites, it has
been well-established that the heavier isotope accumulates in
those positions where the carbon−hydrogen bonds are
strongest.18a−c This occurs because of reduction in vibrational
energy (zero-point energy) when the heavier deuterium atom is
substituted for the lighter hydrogen atom at a site with the
highest bond stretching force constant. While calculations
suggest that III-d3 prefers by 0.14 kcal/mol the isotopomeric

structure containing agostic CH3 rather than agostic CD3
interactions (see below), which would be consistent with this
argument, the uncertainties in the experimental measurements
of Figure 5 are such that we cannot conclude therefrom with
certainty which γ-agostic structure is preferred.
That said, the subtle but significant differences between the

Cp resonances of III and its deuterated analogue seem to
confirm that conversion from Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+

to [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]
+ (Scheme 5) results in a shift

of the equilibrium (a ̀ la Scheme 2) toward the anticipated γ-H
agostic isomer. Consistent with this, the temperature variation
of the 1H NMR spectrum of III, in which the contribution of
the γ-H agostic isomer to the averaged NMR parameters
increases and that of the β-H agostic isomer decreases as the
temperature decreases, shows that the Cp chemical shift of the
γ-H agostic isomer lies at lower field than does the Cp
resonance of the β-H agostic isomer (δ 6.07 at 215 K vs 6.14 at
250 K). Furthermore, as noted above, while 1JCH for the β-H
atom of III is 131, 133, and 137 Hz at 205, 225, and 250 K,
respectively, that of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ is 128 Hz
at 225 K and 130 Hz at 250 K while 1JCH of the methyl
resonances of III and [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+ at 250 K
are ∼133 and 126 Hz, respectively.
In the same vein, while deuteration of the β-methyl group

results in essentially no change in the α-CHa and α-CHb
chemical shifts (Δδ ≤ 0.01 ppm) relative to those of III-d0,
the β-H resonance shifts upfield by ∼0.07 ppm at 225 K,
indicating a greater contribution of the β-agostic isomer to the
(averaged) β-H chemical shift. Similarly, the β-Me (γ-H)
resonance of [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+ at 250 K is
shifted upfield by ∼0.08 ppm relative to that of III-d0,
suggesting an analogous shift to the γ-H agostic structure.
Assuming that intrinsic chemical shifts change by −0.01 ppm
per vicinal D atom,16,18a−c we performed an analysis of the type
discussed above for deducing equilibrium constants from
comparisons of weighted-average observed with calculated β-
H/γ-H chemical shifts. For purely β- and γ-agostic structures of
the III-d3 isotopomers at various temperatures, a difference in
ΔG value of ∼0.12 kcal/mol was obtained for the β- and γ-
agostic isomers of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ at 225 K,18d

in excellent agreement with the value of ∼0.14 kcal/mol
calculated between the γ-agostic isomers of [Cp2TiCH2CH-
(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ and [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]
+ (see

Supporting Information, Figure S16). Likewise, the free energy
increase in the β-agostic conformation (in [Cp2TiCD2CD-
(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+) due to β-deuteration is experimentally
estimated at ∼0.30 kcal/mol compared with a calculated
value of ∼0.29 kcal/mol (Supporting Information, Table S2).
In the case of [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+, in which
random exchange between the α-CHa, α-CHb, and β-H and the
three γ-D atoms of the β-CD3 group might seem possible, the
deuterium atoms migrate from the methyl group to the other
sites. Concurrently, because agostic bonding involving the γ-H
atoms becomes more preferred relative to the newly formed β-
agostic deuterium atom as the isotope redistribution proceeds,
the position of the equilibrium of Scheme 2 changes such that
K becomes larger. Similarly, during the isotopic redistribution
shown in Scheme 5, the averaged Cp resonance of
[Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ (δ 6.10) is replaced by the
averaged Cp resonance of [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+ (δ
6.05), consistent with the γ-agostic isomer being more favored
in the latter.

Figure 5. Plots showing the decrease in intensities of the resonances of
[Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ (upper) and the increase in intensity
of the Cp resonance of [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+ (lower) with
time at 225 K.
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The deuterium rearrangement process, which is significantly
slower than either the exchange shown in Scheme 2 or the β-
H/γ-H exchange, could proceed via either or both of the
mechanisms shown in Schemes 3 and 4. While the process
shown in Scheme 3 cannot, for reasons discussed above,
rationalize the low temperature β-H/γ-H exchange, high-
temperature NOESY experiments indicate that relatively slow
α-H/β-H exchange does occur above ∼250 K, and therefore,
the process shown in Scheme 3 may well be involved in
deuterium redistribution. Indeed, it provides a better rationale
for the slow, highly selective deuterium redistribution observed,
as shown in Scheme 6.

In contrast, the allyl−dihydrogen mechanism of Scheme 4
seems less likely to be applicable to the isotope exchange
because the presumed intermediacy of the HD−allyl species
should result in a relatively random β-H/γ-H redistribution of
deuterium isotopes during the higher temperature exchange
process (Scheme 7).

There remains to be rationalized the fact that the low-
temperature exchange process which involves the β-H atom
and the three γ-H atoms of the β-methyl group but not the α-
CH2 atoms of III-d0, revealed in EXSY experiments of III-d0,
does not give rise to a corresponding process in III-d3 which
results in preferential redistribution of deuterium atoms to the
β-C site. Instead of relatively rapid deuterium enrichment at the
β-CH position, we observe much slower redistribution of
deuterium atoms to all of the α-CHa, α-CHb, and β-CH sites at
comparable rates. In other words, while specific β-H/γ-H
exchange is facile, specific β-H/γ-D exchange is not.
This observation seems to imply an unusually large kinetic

isotope effect (KIE)19−22 for the β-H/γ-H exchange process,
much larger than the maximum primary KIE expected over the
temperature range studied here (KIE 10−15) on the basis of
zero-point energy differences and an “over-the-barrier” reaction
involving C−H bond cleavage.19 The KIE may be estimated by
noting that the β-H/γ-H exchange happens within the
approximate boundaries ∼0.63 Hz (from the mixing time in
the EXSY experiment) < exchange rate < 6.9 Hz (the 3JH(β)‑H(γ)
coupling constant observed at 250 K) in the temperature range
215−260 K, corresponding to a lifetime of ∼1.6 s. In direct
contrast, as noted above for the process shown in Scheme 5,
there was no evidence for the formation of [Cp2TiCH2CD-

(CHD2)SiMe3]
+ over 7 h (25 200 s) at 225 K, suggesting a KIE

of >16 000 for β-H/γ-H exchange.
The only reasonable explanation that we see for this

observation is a significant contribution of quantum mechanical
tunnelling during the exchange process.19 While the apparent
KIE seems very large, the magnitude is not, in fact, without
precedent.19c,d,21a−c Indeed, for previously studied examples of
H(D) abstractions for which the KIEs are sufficiently large that
deuterium abstraction does not occur, the term “all-or-nothing”
isotope effect has been coined.19d

In addition to abnormally large H/D KIEs, tunnelling
processes generally result also in reaction rates which are
significantly higher than those anticipated on the basis of
known (or calculated) thermal barriers; they also exhibit little
temperature dependence.19,21 As will be shown below in
connection with Figure 7, the barrier to β-H/γ-H exchange is
calculated to be ∼16.5 kcal/mol, which would result in reaction
rates varying between 6.5 × 10−5 and 2.0 × 10−2 s−1 in the
temperature range 215−260 K,23a a factor of ∼300; this range is
significantly higher than the maximum factor of ∼12 (6.9/0.63)
found here. Furthermore, the rate of reaction found here at,
e.g., 215 K, >0.63 s−1, is far higher than the rate anticipated for
a barrier of 16.5 kcal/mol.23a

Tunnelling of hydrogen atoms has occasionally been
observed in organometallic and related systems,20 an example
being thermal rearrangement reactions of the cluster com-
pounds M3(CO)10(μ-H)(μ-COH) (M = Ru, Os) to the
dihydrides M3(CO)11H(μ-H). These reactions exhibit very
large KIEs which are clearly manifested when the μ-COH
ligand is replaced by μ-COD.20b,c A lower limit KIE of ∼47 was
measured for the ruthenium compound but a much larger KIE
was clearly operative in the case of the osmium analogue for
which the rearrangement of the deuterated species was shut down
completely, much as is observed here.
In a similar vein, albeit involving a very different type of

chemistry, an apparently very large KIE is involved during the
dissociative chemisorption of molecular hydrogen on a
palladium surface.20d Whereas H2 sorption at low temperatures
results in H2 dissociation and hydrogen atom combination with
O atoms to form H2O, which is desorbed at higher
temperatures, D2 sorption results solely in D2 desorption at
higher temperatures. Thus, a KIE, which could not be
measured, strongly suppresses D2 dissociation and results in a
significant alteration of the kinetic branching ratio in this
system also. A process involving a deuterated species is again shut
down completely. Thus, “all-or-nothing” isotope effects are well-
established factors in organometallic and hydride chemistry.
Much closer to the chemistry involved in the β-H/γ-H

exchange of III, quantum mechanical tunnelling is believed to
be a major factor during methane σ-bond metathesis reactions
with methyl compounds of the type Cp′2MCH3 (Cp′ = Cp or
substituted Cp; M = Sc, Y, Lu), shown in eq 4.21

′ + → ′ +Cp MCH CD Cp MCD CH D2 3 4 2 3 3 (4)

A number of mechanisms have been considered, with that
shown in Scheme 8 having attracted considerable attention and
being of probable relevance here.
Here a hydrogen moves reversibly from a σ-bonded CH4

ligand, via a near linear C···H···C transition state (TS), to a
−CD3 group which becomes a σ-bonded CHD3 ligand.
Consideration of the charge distributions involved suggests
that the reactions essentially involve proton transfer between
pairs of methyl carbanions.21d

Scheme 6. Mechanism for Selective Isotope Redistribution

Scheme 7. Mechanism for Random Isotope H−D
Redistribution
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Tunnelling has not been demonstrated explicitly for these
reactions but was invoked because experimentally determined
activation barriers were considerably lower (by up to ∼12 kcal/
mol) than those predicted on the basis of DFT calculation-
s.21a−c In addition, it was noted that the overall process involves
considerable hydrogenic motion in the TS and thus may be
expected to exhibit considerable light atom tunnelling behavior.
KIEs of up to 3 orders of magnitude in the temperature range
300−400 K were estimated to account for the discrepancies in
calculated and observed rate constants.21a−c

Computational Studies of III. Computational studies
(DFT) were performed to obtain more insight into the agostic
preference(s) of complex III and to rationalize the observed
exchange processes. Total energies and free energies as well as
structural drawings for all species considered are provided in
the Supporting Information (Tables S1 and S2 and Figure
S17).
The calculations yielded separate local minima correspond-

ing to one γ-agostic, one β-agostic, and two α-agostic structures,
and in agreement with the experimental results, the γ-agostic
structure was found to be lowest in free energy followed by the
β-agostic structure (+1.9 kcal/mol), and the two α-agostic
structures were 3.0 and 4.2 kcal/mol higher than the γ-agostic
structure. Transition states for interconversions between the
various agostic species were located, and the network
connecting them is summarized in Figure 6.
As can be seen, the methyl alkene intermediate complex of

Scheme 1 and the barrier to insertion to form γ-agostic III lie at
+13.6 and +18.9 kcal/mol mol, respectively. Thus, migratory
insertion and deinsertion have barriers of 5.3 and 18.9 kcal/
mol, respectively, and the insertion process of Scheme 1 is

therefore rapid and essentially irreversible once the TMVS
complex has formed.
Three different paths were identified for exchange of γ-

agostic III with its α-agostic and β-agostic analogues: in-place
methyl rotation, reversible conversion to the β-agostic
structure, and reversible conversion to the more stable of the
two α-agostic structures. The calculated barriers for these three
processes are essentially equal, 6.7, 6.1, and 6.5 kcal/mol,
respectively, and agree well with the barrier for γ-H coalescence
estimated from the 1H NMR data (∼7 kcal/mol).23b The
satisfyingly close agreement between calculated and exper-
imental evidence lends credence to the appropriateness of our
computational methodology.
The two different conventional hydrogen exchange paths of

Schemes 3 and 4 were studied in detail and are summarized in
Figure 7 for the all-H system III and in the Supporting
Information (Figure S16) for the deuterated system III-d3.

As is shown, both paths begin with conventional β-hydrogen
elimination which involves a transition state (TS) 13.6 kcal/
mol above γ-agostic III. Path 1 (corresponding to Scheme 3)
then continues with alkene rotation and reinsertion. These
steps appear to be facile and to remain below the level of the
original β-elimination TS. The free energy profile for alkene
rotation in IV to rotamer IVa seems rather flat, and we could
not locate a well-defined transition state for this step, but the
highest point is calculated to be 8.4 kcal/mol above γ-agostic
III. Rather surprisingly, the resulting tertiary alkyl insertion
product V, which might be expected to be destabilized because
of steric crowding, is in fact strongly stabilized by two β-agostic
interactions and lies only 0.2 kcal/mol above γ-agostic III. Thus
it seems likely that β-elimination of all of the six equivalent
methyl hydrogens of V should be equally facile and would
provide a mechanism for intramolecular hydrogen exchange
between the α-, β-, and γ-hydrogen atoms.
This path thus appears to provide an energetically feasible

path for the observed H/D exchange between [Cp2TiCH2CH-
(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ and [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]
+ (see the

Supporting Information, Figure S16). There are significant
isotope effects; for example, the conversion of β-agostic III to
IV has a barrier of 13.6 kcal/mol, which becomes 13.7 kcal/mol

Scheme 8. Mechanism for σ-Bond Metathesis of Methane
and d0/f Methyl Compounds

Figure 6. Calculated free energies of the agostic structures of III. Free
energies (225 K) are in kcal/mol; energies at arrows correspond to
transition states relative to γ-agostic III at zero.

Figure 7. Calculated conventional paths for intramolecular hydrogen
exchange in [Cp2TiCH2CH(Me)(SiMe3)]

+. Free energies (225 K) are
in kcal/mol; energies at arrows correspond to transition states relative
to γ-agostic III at zero.
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for its CD3 deuterated isotopomer and 14.6 kcal/mol for the
CD2CD isotopomer (much as anticipated20a). However, these
differences of up to 1 kcal/mol would result in a KIE of up to
∼5, i.e., far too little to correspond to the dramatic difference in
behavior between III and III-d3. We also calculate a slight
preference (∼0.14 kcal/mol) for the γ-H over γ-D agostic
structure, corresponding to a predicted population of 58:42 at
equilibrium (225 K). This appears to be reasonably compatible
with the results in Scheme 6, although, as mentioned above, it
implies an equilibrium constant for eq 1 somewhat larger than
that suggested by the data in Figure 5.
The alternative path 2 involves the allyl−dihydrogen species

of Scheme 4 being formed from the same intermediate
(hydride)(alkene) complex IV as in path 1. The mechanism
shown in Figure 7 is the most reasonable conventional path we
can think of that would rationalize our observation of β-H/γ-H
exchange without the exchange involving also the α-CH atoms.
Furthermore, as we have noted above, this type of trans-
formation enjoys substantial precedents.14

Indeed, Zhu and Ziegler have studied formation of allyl−
dihydrogen complexes from sterically less encumbered
alkenes,14f finding transition states for β-elimination and allyl
formation steps at respectively ∼8−16 and 10−14 kcal/mol
above the β-agostic alkyl precursor (compared with our values
of 13.6 and 16.5 kcal/mol, respectively). They also found that
most allyl−dihydrogen complexes were only ∼5−8 kcal/mol
above the alkyl precursor but, not surprisingly, that steric
hindrance strongly disfavors formation of the allyl−dihydrogen
species. In this context, our system appears to fall in the
“sterically hindered” category because of the SiMe3 group, with
allyl−dihydrogen complex formation endergonic by 16.3 kcal/
mol. It follows that the relatively high energy path 2, involving
β-H/γ-H exchange via the allyl−dihydrogen intermediate VI,
would be preempted by the lower-energy path 1 involving
doubly β-agostic insertion product V. The β-H/γ-H exchange
should proceed at about the same rate as exchange with the α-
CH hydrogen atoms, which is not as indicated by the EXSY
results, and exchange involving III-d3 would, subject to any
conventional KIEs, result in full deuterium scrambling at a rate
comparable to the β-H/γ-H exchange. This also is not
observed.
Instead all exchange involving the α-CH hydrogen atoms is

relatively slow and, for the conversion of [Cp2TiCH2CH-
(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ to [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]
+ via species

V, we estimate a barrier of 18 kcal/mol from the first-order rate
constant k1 and the deuterium exchange data of Figure 5.23c

This experimental barrier is significantly higher than the barrier
calculated for the conversion of β-agostic III to IV (13.6 kcal/
mol) and suggests a computationally unappreciated impedi-
ment to alkene rotation. While it is known that many DFT
functionals underestimate barriers for hydrogen transfer
reactions,24a the difference between calculated and observed
barriers might also be due to external factors. For instance, the
alkene rotation in IV to give IVa, a key step in path 1 of Figure
7, involves a significant geometric rearrangement and might
well be hindered in solution by ion pair formation with the very
bulky [B(C6F5)4]

− counteranion. This factor was not taken into
account in the isolated cationic species which we use in our
computational model, and we note possible precedents for
strong counteranion interactions impacting on internal
molecular motions of metallocenium cations.24b In contrast,
all other steps studied here result in relatively modest changes

in the overall shape of the cation and would hence be much less
affected by the close presence of the counteranion.
However, if, in reality, alkene rotation in IV has for whatever

reason a barrier of ∼18 kcal/mol and is thus the rate-limiting
step for any process involving V as an intermediate, then
reactions involving the allyl−dihydrogen complex VI as an
intermediate would be kinetically viable because of the lower
barrier (16.5 kcal/mol). Path 2 would then be feasible as
providing a mechanism for the observed β-H/γ-H exchange
process, although we still have an apparent conundrum because
it would remain unclear (a) why the calculated activation
energy of ∼16.5 kcal/mol above γ-agostic III is so much higher
than the apparent activation energy for β-H/γ-H exchange
determined on the basis of the rate of this reaction at 215 K
(∼12 kcal/mol; see above) and (b) why this path would not be
available for the conversion of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+

to specifically [Cp2TiCD2CD(CH3)(SiMe3)]
+.

Quantum Mechanical Proton Tunnelling? In consider-
ing a tentative rationale, we have noted above that our
experimental results seemingly require a sufficiently large KIE
that quantum mechanical tunnelling must be operative at some
point during the β-H/γ-H exchange process. In addition, as
with the σ-bond metathesis reactions of Scheme 8, the
experimentally determined activation barrier is significantly
lower, by ∼9 kcal/mol, than the calculated barrier. This again
suggests quantum mechanical tunnelling.
For tunnelling to occur, the reaction coordinate must

correspond to mostly hydrogen motion with little heavy-atom
movement,19 as in Scheme 8 for methane metathesis. In
addition, the thermal barrier to hydrogen transfer must be high
but narrow, with width comparable to the de Broglie
wavelength of the hydrogen atom (1−2 Å)19a,b or, from a
different perspective, comparable to the sum of the van der
Waals radii25 of the atoms concerned. The de Broglie
wavelength, coupled with the substantial mass differences
between the isotopes of hydrogen H and D, leads to sizable
KIE values that greatly facilitate the investigation of tunneling
processes. When dealing with reactions involving proton
transfer over such distances, it is almost incumbent on one to
consider tunnelling as being involved mechanistically.
The characteristics of reactions involving proton tunnelling

have been subjected to very careful scrutiny in connection with
a variety of enzymatically catalyzed processes21e,22 for which H/
D tunnelling is frequently characterized by unusually large
KIEs. In such cases, proton transfer is considered to involve
strongly hydrogen-bonded systems characterized by a double
minimum potential with a medium-high barrier, as in Figure 8
which illustrates a system involving collinear proton transfer via
tunnelling.21e,26 As we show below, a similar double potential

Figure 8. A double minimum free energy curve of type proposed for
proton exchange in many enzymatic systems (A, B = C, N, O).
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wall probably applies to the β-H/γ-H exchange under
consideration here.
Although it was initially not clear to us just where tunnelling

might be involved during β-H/γ-H exchange, β-hydrogen
elimination/insertion reactions normally exhibit conventional
KIEs20a and tunnelling is presumably not at play during the
conversion of β-agostic III to IV. It therefore seems likely that
the apparently very large KIE reflects tunnelling during
exchange of the methyl hydrogen atoms and the hydride
ligand of IV.
We have therefore investigated more closely the potential

energy surface involved as IV isomerizes to the allyl−
dihydrogen species VI as in Figure 7. The optimized structure
of IV has a very asymmetric mode of coordination of the alkene
to the titanium (Figure 9).

The structure of IV contains the expected bent Cp−Ti−Cp
motif with the Ti−H and Ti−C(1) bonds lying essentially on
the plane bisecting the Cp2Ti group. The hydride ligand lies at
∼90° to the C2 axis of the Cp2Ti group, the Ti−H distance
being 1.683 Å, while C(1) lies a few degrees off the C2 axis. The
Ti−C(1) and Ti−C(2) bond lengths are 2.42 and 3.40 Å,
respectively, and while there are few relevant structural data
available in the literature for comparisons, both are much
longer than expected for Ti−C σ bonds and the Ti−C(1) bond
length is comparable to Cp−Ti π bond lengths.27a The Ti−
C(1)−C(2) bond angle is 125.4°, and thus the alkene is
coordinated in an extremely asymmetric fashion.
The structure of IV is thus very similar to that of

[Cp2Zr(Me)(DMP)]+, shown in Figure 1. Both exhibit very
asymmetric coordination modes, induced apparently by the
presence of two substituents on C(2). Indeed, presumably
because of the smaller size of the titanium atom and the larger
groups on C(2) of IV, the latter compound is more distorted
from an η2 mode of coordination than is [Cp2Zr(Me)(DMP)]+.
Interestingly, since rapid rotation of the R(Me)C group
along the C(1)−C(2) axis and relative to the CH2 group of
[Cp2Zr(Me)(DMP)]+ is observed,3 rotation about the C(1)−
C(2) bond of IV should also be facile. Thus, a requisite for β-
H/γ-H exchange via tunneling, close mutual approach of the
hydride ligand and a γ-hydrogen on the β-methyl group, is
seemingly made possible by rotation about the Ti−C(1),
C(1)−C(2), and C(2)−Me bonds.
As pointed out above, these structural features are consistent

with the fact that 2,2-disubstituted 1-alkenes readily undergo
carbocationic rather than coordination insertion polymer-
ization.4 Indeed, intermediates having the type of near η1

carbocationic structure shown in Figure 1 are believed to be

involved as end groups during carbocationic polymerization
reactions of 2,2-disubstituted 1-alkenes.4 The significant degree
of positive charge results in the hydrogen atoms of such end
groups being strongly acidic,4 as indicated by the fact that that
chain transfer during, for example, carbocationic isobutene
polymerization occurs via deprotonation of a chain end by the
very weakly basic isobutene.4 Thus, of great relevance here (see
below), the β-methyl hydrogen atoms of IV should be strongly
acidic.
Searching the energy profile linking IV and VI, we found a

shallow local minimum, VIII, shown in Figure 10 and lying
∼2.4 kcal/mol above IV.

In VIII, the Ti−H bond length is 1.685 Å, essentially
unchanged from IV, while the Ti−C(1) and Ti−C(2) bond
lengths are respectively 2.73 and 2.74 Å, marginally longer than
the distance between the Ti and the carbon of the β-Me group,
2.72 Å. Thus, the three titanium−carbon distances in the
incipient η3-allylic titanium intermediate are nearly identical
and, while longer than, e.g., the titanium−carbon distances in
compounds of the type Cp2Ti(η

3-allylic),27b they are
significantly less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of
carbon and titanium (∼3.9 Å).25

In addition, we note the very close approach of a methyl
hydrogen atom to the hydride ligand, the resulting H−H
distance being 1.606 Å. This is considerably less than the sum
of the van der Waals radii of ∼2.18−2.40 Å for two hydrogen
atoms25a and is probably a result of electrostatic attraction
between the acidic γ-hydrogen (see above) and the negatively
charged hydride.
This result is certainly consistent with the apparent

involvement of quantum mechanical tunnelling during β-H/γ-
H exchange, and in addition, the H(hydride)−H−C angle is
nearly linear (166.3°). Thus, the system seems ideally set up to
facilitate proton tunnelling of the type discussed above in
connection with the exchange of Scheme 8 and that observed
previously in enzymatically catalyzed processes.21e,22

We visualize a σ-bond metathesis-like process in which VIII
(which appears to be thermally accessible from γ-agostic III)
and a species similar to VI reside in potential wells much as in
Figure 7, with VIII being the lower energy species. Transfer of
a methyl hydrogen atom as a proton to the somewhat
negatively charged hydride ligand to give a dihydrogen ligand
would appear to be feasible and, given the dimensions of VIII
(Figure 10), such a proton transfer must involve tunnelling.
While the energy calculated for dihydrogen complex VI seems
too high for it specifically to be capable of significant existence,
in fact, the lifetime of the putative dihydrogen species need only

Figure 9. Structure of IV.

Figure 10. Structure of VIII.
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be sufficiently long that the dihydrogen ligand can assume an η2

structure in which the two hydrogen atoms are equivalent.
Then both would have equal probability of transferring to the
“allylic” carbon atom, and given that the methyl group
undergoes free rotation, a tunnelling route to β-H/γ-H
exchange is available.
Finally, we note that return of a proton from a dihydrogen

ligand would be facilitated by the fact that dihydrogen ligands
in cationic complexes are invariably strongly acidic.28 Thus, β-
H/γ-H exchange in III is rationalized on the basis of reversible
tunnelling involving proton exchange between two acidic
partners, much as in both methane σ-bond metathesis (Scheme
8) and several strongly hydrogen-bonded systems in enzymati-
cally catalyzed processes.21e,22,26

■ SUMMARY
The compound [Cp2Ti(Me)(CD2Cl2)][B(C6F5)4] (I) reacts
with trimethylvinylsilane (TMVS) to form the 1,2-insertion
product [Cp2TiCH2CHMe(SiMe3)]

+ (III), which undergoes a
most unusual array of exchange processes. Variable-temperature
NMR studies show, for instance, that III exists as equilibrating
β- and γ-agostic isomers with, surprisingly, the latter preferred
by ∼0.6−1.9 kcal/mol. In addition, while free rotation of the β-
methyl group results in a single averaged γ-H atom resonance at
higher temperatures, decoalescence occurs below ∼200 K, and
the resonance of the γ-agostic H atom at δ ∼ −7.2 can be
observed. Free energy barriers to β-agostic/γ-agostic exchange
and γ-H exchange (i.e., in-place β-methyl rotation) are both 6−
7 kcal/mol. Reaction of [Cp2Ti(CD3)(CD2Cl2)]

+ with TMVS
resulted in the formation of [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+,
which in turn converts slowly, via a reversible β-hydrogen
elimination−reinsertion process, specifically to [Cp2TiCD2CD-
(CH3)(SiMe3)]

+. No other isotopomers were formed in this
process, which has a barrier of ∼18 kcal/mol.
Finally, and most interesting of all, EXSY studies show that

the β-H atom of III undergoes facile exchange with the three
hydrogen atoms of the β-methyl group (β-H/γ-H exchange)
but not with the two α-H atoms. This exchange process is
therefore very different from that involving deuterium atom
redistribution and must also be associated with a very high
kinetic isotope effect (KIE) because it is completely shut down
when [Cp2TiCH2CH(CD3)(SiMe3)]

+ is used. A reversible β-
hydrogen elimination−reinsertion process does not seem to be
involved in the β-H/γ-H exchange, but rather an allylic CH
activation process similar to that posited previously to occur
during metallocene-catalyzed propylene polymerization in
order to account for the formation of dormant allylic species
and the concomitant formation of H2 as a byproduct.

1b,5j,14 On
the basis of an unusually large kinetic isotope effect and other
factors, it is proposed that quantum mechanical proton
tunnelling is involved during the β-H/γ-H exchange and,
possibly, during allylic CH activation processes in general.
Complementing the variable-temperature NMR studies,

DFT calculations were carried out to obtain energies and
NMR parameters for all relevant structures and thence to
obtain better insight into the agostic preference(s) of complex
III and the observed exchange processes. NMR chemical shifts
and coupling constants were also calculated, and in all cases
where comparisons between experimental and calculated data
were possible, agreement was excellent.
The ordering of stabilities of the agostic structures of III,

observed and calculated, is different from those observed
previously for [Cp2TiCH2CHMeCH2CHMe2]

+ and

[Cp2TiCH2CH2Bu
t]+ (β-agostic preferred) and II (α-agostic

preferred).6e,f Judging from models, this is mainly a steric effect,
a result of decreasing cone angles in the order β-But > β-SiMe3
≫ β-H since, as noted elsewhere, an electronic preference for
β-agostic structures generally holds true.5,6a−c,7 However, a β-
agostic structure forces the other two groups at a β-carbon
atom to be in close contact with the Cp rings while, in contrast,
crowding is a little less severe in the γ-agostic structure and is
lowest in the α-agostic structure of II, in which the distance
between the Cp2Ti fragment and the substituents is maximized.
The extreme crowding in II therefore results in the α-agostic
structure being preferred, but the smaller cone angle of the
Me3Si group compared with the Me3C group results in less
crowding near the metal center for III with the result that this
compound prefers the γ-agostic structure by a small margin.
Reducing the size of the β-substituents even more leads to the
“ n o rm a l ” β - a g o s t i c s t r u c t u r e s o b s e r v e d f o r
[Cp2TiCH2CHMeCH2CHMe2]

+ and [Cp2TiCH2CH2Bu
t]+.
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